PRE-LAUNCH TASKS
 Gather info, campaign details,
demographics, etc.
 Develop one sheet
 Put one sheet on the agenda for
approval at staff meeting.
 Make any necessary adjustments
after feedback is given.
 Once one sheet is approved, set up
campaign in Facebook ads manager.
MAKE SURE CAMPAIGN IS OFF.
 Go through pre-flight checklist.
 Take screenshots of ads, get them
approved by client.
 Upon receipt of approval, launch
campaign, add to numbers document.

DAY
1
LAUNCH DAY

DAY 2

 At at end of day - confirm that
campaign is still turned on and active.
Click through from campaign level all
the way through to ad level to ensure
that all ads are on as well.

 Morning - confirm there is activity
under campaign. It is OK to not have
results, but we want to ensure that
there is activity (reach is growing and
money is being spent).

 Double-check that all ads are
approved by FB and that there are
none that have been flagged. If an ad
is unapproved by Facebook, evaluate
ad based on Facebook direction and
correct issue. Re-save/correct until
approved.

 If there ARE results, confirm that
everything is tracking correctly (i.e.
audience size is growing, or conversions are being logged in whichever
platform leads are being tracked.)

 Update client as necessary with
status of campaign and next steps
planned.

OPTIMIZATION
TIMELINE

DAY 2-3

 If there is an issue, refer to the
Troubleshooting Guide, update the
campaign as necessary and communicate changes to the client.

DAY 3

 Optimize images if there is enough
data to support a decision.

 At this point in time, if an ad is performing well, continue to
watch the performance, evaluate regularly, and continue to
ongoing maintenance.

 Evaluate placement breakdown
(mobile versus desktop) and
age/gender breakdown. Make edits
as needed if there is enough data to
support a decision.

 Evaluate campaign with this mindset: at the pace that we
are going at right now, will we have the desired results by
the time the campaign closes (i.e. 40 event registrations, 100
report downloads)?

 This is a great time to update client
on progress, good or bad, and next
steps if necessary.
 If there is an issue, refer to the
Troubleshooting Guide, update the
campaign as necessary and communicate changes to the client.

ONGOING MAINTENANCE
 Check numbers daily.
 Check to see if any images, placement, age/gender, budget could be
optimized on a weekly basis unless there is a need to do so more often
(i.e. cost rises, less conversions, etc.).
 Evaluate results vs. goals.
 If a campaign is going really well we will want to point this success out to
the client and proactively suggest that they increase their budget, start their
next campaign, add a campaign/date, etc. so that we build revenue on our
side, and they can take advantage of the current conversion success.
 Use Basecamp to set tasks for every 3-4 days that will remind you to keep
scaling the budget by 20%. Always assess the result before scaling. If they are
not favorable, see the troubleshooting guide.

 Does the budget need to be updated (what are the
current results coming in at, is there enough budget to
support more than 1 conversion, etc)?
 Do we need to look at more audiences to broaden the
reach, etc.?
 If there is an issue, refer to the Troubleshooting Guide,
update the campaign as necessary and communicate
changes to the client.
 Create a Basecamp task to check in on day 5. If results
hold. Scale the budget 20% a day per targeting group that
is providing the best results.

CAMPAIGN CLOSE
When the campaign has reached the date
of event/budget/goal and the client
cannot/does not want to create a new
campaign, send a campaign recap. This
should be a breakdown to the client of the
end results, the highest performing image,
next steps, some suggestions as to how
they/we as a team can improve their next
campaign with us.

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE
Low Click Through + Low Results
Are your ads set up correctly? (i.e. you aren’t targeting men
with an ad for lipstick)
Rethink your messaging. Is it truly speaking to the pain points of
your audience? You may need copy and/or images. Is there a
similar top-performing campaign you can mirror?
Could you audience be more targeted? (i.e. adding a lookalike)

The Slacker

Does your audience need to be less specific? (i.e. removing interests)
Check frequency & reach. Have you already reached everyone
in your audience and need to test a new audience?

Good Click Through + Low Results
Double check that tracking is set up correctly.
Check functionality of the landing page (i.e. no errors, etc.)
Is your landing page/context card congruent with your ads?

The Imposter

Should you test switching to conversion ads/lead ads?
Is your frequency over 2 on newsfeed or mobile? Do you need
to test a new audience?

High Spend + Low Results
Double check that tracking is set up correctly
Check functionality of the landing page (i.e. no errors, etc.)
Click through rate (see below)

The Budget Buster

Mobile vs desktop, Age & Gender, Placement - could something be cut?
For older campaigns you may need to dive deeper into other breakdowns.

Is your budget too high?

Low Spend + Low Reach
Is your budget high enough?

Failure To Launch

Is your audience large enough?

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE
Great Report from Facebook +
Poor Report from Client
Gather as much information as possible from the client (i.e.
what does the follow up system look like, how do results compare
to the past, did you receive any specific feedback from the
leads?)
Is the follow up system working being/followed?

Bad Report Card

Is the follow up system sufficient for the offer? Could more be
put in place (i.e. phone call, automated text, email, direct mail,
etc.)
Could the targeting be off? (problem example: “I called 10 of
the leads and none of them could afford my product.”)
Is the secondary offer appropriate? (problem example: “I
called 10 of the leads and none of them were ready to make an
appointment.”)

COPYWRITING TIPS
LIKES ADS:

Top Copy Only (80 characters)
Option 1: Relatable quote
Retirement Example: Retire from work, but
not from life.
Option 2: Deliverables someone will receive by
liking the page
Retirement Example: Like for strategies to
keep more of your hard-earned money to
maintain so you can enjoy your retirement.

CLICKS ADS:

Top Copy: This top copy should be intriguing
and entice a user to click through to the article.
Check out Huffington Posts Facebook page,
they have some great examples. Here are a
few:
•Most people forget number 5.
•Know your enemies....
•Discover how one bank increased their net
interest margins by 452%
•Use a quote from the article. "All we had to
do was follow those simple rules for 2 weeks
and we lived".
Click Copy: Article Title
Body Copy: Pull in the first paragraph from the
article, allowing the text to “run off the page.”

CONVERSION/LEAD ADS:

Top Copy: This top copy should include transformation + a call to action + sense of urgency.
Click Copy: Restate offer and/or call to action
Body Copy: Pull in the first paragraph from the
landing page, allowing the text to “run off the
page.”
Retirement Example: Top IRA Expert here for 2
days only this year to help Floridians get bigger
Social Security checks! Reserve Your Seat
Today. (Registration Ends [Date]

STOP!

What’s the one compelling
reason the prospect should take
action?
Is that clearly conveyed in the
headline and messaging?

Landing Page & Ad
Copy Checks
Are you speaking to the specific
pain points of the target market?
Is the offer specific as it can be?
(think about it from the mind frame
of the target market)?
Is there social proof? Could there be
social proof?
Is there a compelling reason to act
now?
Is there congruency between the
ads and the landing page?
Does the picture tell enough of the
story that we are trying to convey?
Have you completed enough
research (Google, Pinterest, competitor website, SumoRank, Buzz
Sumo, Analytics, etc.)
Have you reviewed past similar
top-performing campaigns for ideas?

